l This paper is concerned with certain simple properties of the standard deviation (al~n~0) of the seeing-frequency function, at the dark-adapted fovea, as related to the wave number (1/~, in cycles per era.) of the exciting light. A ~ing-frequeney function (for brevity, ~b(S)) is obtained by noting, in an adequately large number of trials, the frequency with which a presented intensity evokes the response "seen;" this is done for a sufficiently large number of stepped intensifies---or alternatively, at a sufficient number of exposuretime sWps, with intensity and other conditions fixed. It is shown that over the spectrum a~ogAto is a periodic function of the wave number. The median excitabilities (in terms of 1/(A[0)s0) rise to a maximum at )~558, on either side of which they fall in the general manner characteristic of known threshold determinations. Therefore the mean and the ~ in these measurements are independently modifiable parameters. This independent behavior of mean and a is also shown when various conditions of visual excitation other than X are systematically changed.
radiation is (directly or indirectly) doing its excitatory work. It is not dependent on knowledge of the absolute intensities, but only on their being relatively (that is, logarithmically) scaled in an accurate manner. No corrections for energy losses in eye media, irrelevant to the actual excitation, are required in dealing with the properties of ~io,~zQ for a given dominant X. Similar considerations apply to the case in which exposure-time is varied in small (log Ag) steps. In anticipation Of a subsequent presentation it can bestated that, within the limits of the "reciprocity rule" (or rather of its accurately determined counterpart), ~lo,~x0 for a given fixed logAI0 agrees quantitatively with o-zoner, for the same mean log At0. It may be noticed that in the At form of the experiment quantal differences are deliberately and systematically introduced, with no change in the form of the excitability function ~(S).
It turns out that the unexpected properties of foveal CJogAi0 are in quantitative correspondence with other data of visual performance in relation to ),. This provides a basis for testable hypotheses concerning the origin of additional properties of o'1o,~io.
Preliminary identification of the specific absorbers responsible for the photosensitization producing the multiple peaks in o'lo,~x0 as a function of ~, is permitred by the data, and it is shown how the requirements of this specification are testable.
H
It is very commonly supposed, or spoken of as if taken for granted, that the data of ~sual excitation refer to properties of the retina. A loose verbal habit has been formed in this respect, based in part on wishful thinking and an eagerness for false "simplicity." In using as consistently as possible the phrase "vis~l excitability" I have tried for a long time to stress the point that one is in fact dealing with properties of the whole visual and response mechanism (cf. Crozier, 1935-36; Crozier and Holway, 1938-39 a, b; 1939-40; Crozier and Wolf, 1949-41) . It is not possible to justify the assumption that visual response data give direct measures of retinal properties. One does not see with the re: tina, but (when external light has been applied) through its function as a dynamical filter. Certain formal quantitative parallels are demonstrable between direct measurements of excited electrical activity at the retina, on the one hand, and on the other hand measurements of visual discriminatory performance. These parallelisms originate because in each of these phenomena there is involved the coUective activity of groups of units which individually fluctuate in their capacities to contribute to the result or effect measured. The descriptive functions are for this reason log-Gaussian integrals in each of the two classes of instances mentioned, whether intensity or time may be the independent variable. The fact of this parallelism, as expressed in the form of the descriptive equation, extends to a variety of other situations which are similar only in the dynamical sense (Crozier, 1937; 1950 c) . It does not denote a one-to-one quantitative correspondence between retinal events and more central events determiuing d s~l performance and response, although the effects of the first are integrated into those they provoke in the second. It does not imply that the corresponding parameters of the functions for retired and performance data will, or should, exhibit the same quantitative properties when conditions such as m a y affect them are altered experimentally. In the title of this paper it is the radiation, not the visibility, that is at the fovea.
HI
Control of the stimulating light was obtained with the "visual discriminometer" which has been described (Crozier and Holway, 1938-39 b; Crozier and Wolf, 1940. 41) . The selection of dominant wave length bands was by means of "interference filters" with appropriate accessory filters. In the instrument they were positioned to intercept narrow pencils of parallel or very nearly parallel light. The interference filters, from several sources, were selected from a larger series individually calibrated in a Hardy recording spectrophotometer (using collimated light). The "cut-off" and masking accessory filters were also so calibrated, separately. In the series used the band half-widths ranged from 8 to 16 m~, with peak transmissions of 13 to 40 per cent; within q-25 m~ from the peaks the transmissions dropped to less than 0.5 per cent, except for 2 unimportant cases where at one side it was 1.5 per cent. In several regions different filters giving quite close dominant k's were used, alway~ with highly concordant results.
The total transmissions of the filters were measured, with the tungsten ribbonfilament lamp used, in several ways: with large-surface Mohl thermopile, with calibrated phontronic cell, and by visual (approximately homochromatic) photometry with calibrated standardized color filters. For the purposes of this paper the units are left in terms of the "white" millilambert scale, with relative energy factors for each color filter supplied by thermopile measurements. The "neutral" filters used to control A/0 illuminations were likewise measured for X transmissions, and corrections were made for their quite small departures from neutrality.
In planning the series of experiments in view, and now largely carried out, certain compromises had to be made if a wide range of conditions was to be explored. Brightness limitations make it impossible, for example, to use exposure-times as brief as 0.001 second for quite small image sizes at all x's.
For the main data to be considered here, requiring use of a reasonably small area, a convenient exposure-time was 0.0785 or 0.051 second. The image was a square, 1.6' on a side at the retina. It was viewed uniocularly, positioned in the fovea by use of a very small red fixation dot appearing just above it as a threshold red. The exposure-time was obtained by a pair of counter-rotating discs with suitable slots and a third, engageab!e , pierced sector permitting selection of just one exposure when desired. There were also used well made spring-shutters, carefully calibrated. These, and the calibrations, will be described elsewhere. No differences were found in the ~(S) data which could be traced to differences in the shutters. The light was cut at a small focus (in the plane of the sector-discs earlier used and illustrated in flicker experiments: Crozier and Wolf, 1940ql) . One observer (L. H. C.) served throughout. She was also used in the other sections of the work. Repeated cross-checks and repetitions during some 4 years of intensive observing demonstrate her unusual reliability and the high degree of reproducibility obtainable in the ¢(S) data. After 30 to 45 minutes of thorough dark-adaptation, sets of 5 flashes are presented with intervals of ca. 4 seconds. The observer taps a key if the flash is seen; this lights a small signal lamp before the experimenter. The observer does not know when a "blank" flash is introduced in the set. These have never led to a signalled "positive" response. Less than 3 per cent of "don't know" responses have ever appeared, always associated with recognizably extraneous and irrelevant events. These "shots" were repeated. No observations were thrown out. A brief "rest" is followed by another succession of 5 presentations. There is then a rest of upto 2 minutes or more, terminated by the observer, and the cycle is repeated. This is kept up for 20 to 30 minutes, when the observer, still in darkness, is able to recline and rest for ca. 15 minutes in a relaxed way. The dark-room and the light-tight observer's cubicle are well ventilated; the dark-room has an air-conditioning unit. About four such sessions comprise a day's work.
Two methods of altering flash-intensity settings were used. In one, the flashes in a group of 5 were of different intensities, in a random pattern; in the other procedure, all the flashes in any one group were of the same intensity. There are advantages in each method i partly in searching for "runs," partly in reducing recording errors by the operator, the second method is preferable; it has been chiefly used. Careful comparisons have shown that there is no real difference between the results of the two procedures.
No account is given here of the large amount of exploratory work involved in setting up the conditions for reproducible measurements. The observer had already had several years' experience with the apparatus in related work of several kinds (c/. Senders, 1949; Crozier, 1950 b) . We were greatly favored by having at our disposal long stretches of essentially unbroken time, so that a real routine could be established.
There is a very general belief that measurements of the visual intensity thresholds of a given observer can and do vary from day to day over something like a range of 0.2 log unit. My experience is that a good deal of this variation is a property of the operator and of inadequacies in the instrumentation, and not intrinsically of the observer if reasonably experienced. On many occasions I have found that wry closely agreeing sets of measurements are obtained when different neutral filter combinations, unknown to the experimenter, have been introduced. No such wide variation is obtained in the present experiments, even when the repetitions have been some 14 months apart.
In fitting curves to seeing-frequency data it has to be remembered that the S.D. of a percentage is ~/~-T n (with n large enough), where p is the percentage of successes; Take/~ at 10 per cent; for an S.D. of this 10 per cent to have as small a value as a-2 requires n --225. It is quite futile to work with n as small as say, 45; it happens, of course, that this sort of thing has been done. Some consequences of these and related considerations are dealt with subsequently in connection with short range fluctuations in excitability. It should be mentioned here, however, that the order of magnitude of Crlog als as obtained (under various conditions of retinal location, image size, exposure-time, etc.) for ~(~ is in very good agreement with what can be computed from data for approximately similar conditions produced by others. The extreme range is from 0.09 to 0.25. This is one aspect of the interesting fact that on the whole, due presumably to the presence of internal organic correlations, the adherence of the seeingfrequency percentages to a log-Gaussian integral is rather better than simple theory would predict. A similar state of affairs is found in flicker data (of. Crozier and Wolf, 1943-44) .
IV
For a 1.6' square image at the left fovea of L.H.C., with exposure time i= 0.0785 second, ~(3) data were collected for our tungsten "white" light and for 25 narrow, sharply peaked k bands filtered from it (section II). These measurements are summarized in Table V , and in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The figures are plots on a log-Gaussian grid. If the distribution is of this type, so that ~(S) as a function of log AIo is a log-Gaussian integral, then the graph is rectilinear; ~ is inversely proportional to the slope of the graph.
It is of course true that, within limits of statistical reliability, the graphs for cumulative functions of quite other meanings could in general appear to be rectilinear in such plots. For example,--Poisson integrals, log logistics, Gompertz curves; or even reciprocal intensifies (Crozier and Wolf, 1943-44 b) . For d a t a particularly in which internal correlation is demonstrable there is literally no method of simple curve fitting likely to be helpful in deciding, or capable of deciding, among such alternatives. Certainly this cannot be done "by eye." It is the function of parametric analysis to provide criteria for decisions in such cases. In doing so it can provide at the same time data which enlarge the understanding of the situation under test. In other words, repetition of the experiment under systematically changed conditions is more valuable by far than is shnple replication, The log-Gaussian grid is used for these data for several reasons. In the first place, the measurements adhere to this formulation very well indeed. It is proper to introduce several examples. Since it has been urged (of. Hecht, Shiaer, and Pirenne, 1942-43; and others) that ~(S) is a Poisson integral with small, integral, value of the essential parameter, it is desirable to show by means of particular instances, involving adequately numerous observations, just how good the log-Gaussian fit is. Since so many of the illustrations of the experimental data commonly adduced as instances of the Poisson distribution (Thomdyke, 1927) are in point of fact not simple at all (Sullivan, 1944) , there is small ground for expectation that a phenomenon so flexible as visual excitability should really exhibit this type of variation. Instances are taken from 4 sets of observations under different conditions which at various times during the past several years have served as settings for "back checks" on the stability of the observer and the procedure. The first point concerns the apparent shape w s m~'~ aT r O V~ of the ~b(S) curve. The examples used are taken out of their contexts, and are used in these settings in following papers. Fig. 1 (from Table I Fio. 1. ¢(S) data for a 0.5 * )< 0.5 * square, 10" on the temporal side of the fovea, t,~. =-0.010 second, X551.5 m/~; see Table I . On the left, the data are seen to berather well described by a log-probability integral. The data, and this curve, are shown at the right on a Gaussian grid. (The arbitrary log I scale is one in which--see Table I --'if.0" = ~.134 eq. mL.)
TABLE I
Seeing-frequency (~[S1) data for location 10 ° on the temporal side of the left fores (L.H.C.) taken over a considerable interval, to illustrate reproducibility; and, as shown in Fig. 1 , to show that by comparison with foveal data in subsequent figures, the general form of the descriptive function is the same for different retinal locations. Image 0.5* square, exposure time = 0.010 second X551.5 m~,; n = 125 at each point. lOO.O data combined from 4 series of measurements, at non-coincident values of A/0, obtained over an 18 month period. There is excellent agreement. The righthand half of Fig. 1 shows the same data on a log-Gaussian grid. 
TABLE II
Illustrative data for ¢(53 at 3 brief exposure-times (0.000331 second, 0.00263 second, and 0.0063 secor~d), with X --551.5, image 2.5' × 2.5', at left central fovea of L.H.C.; see text.
(Systematic tests have shown anna10 , and breadth of the scatter band, to be periodic functions of t,-~t. ; here it is clear that the mean, ¢', and ~ are not in proportion, as would be required for a Poisson curve.) Data plotted in Fig. 2 H) exhibits a somewhat similar set of data, using a shorter exposure-time. In a very large number of tests of these kinds, at the fovea and outside it, no disagreement has been found with this functional form (except where the basis for it was deliberately introduced; see § VII). This is the empiric justification for using comparatively "short" runs, involving 4 or 5 A/0 settings, in some of the tests relied on in this and other papers for determining the abscissa of infection C, and ~. It should be obvious that this kind of agreeement is not by itself a proof that in any single case the appropriate function is the log-Gaussian integral. In the absence of parametric tests a Poisson distribution integral with parameter equal to, say, 10 or above, or even lower, would ordinarily be impossible to distinguish from the curves drawn. It is also true, however, that if all the ~(S) data are considered together on an abscissa basis of eloper0 = 1, the weight is rather overwhelming. But there are other criteria. Their use is so conclusive in its outcome that there is no necessity to discuss, here, the various attempts which have been made to justify the "quantal" theory of visual excitation as based upon ~/(S) data. The second point made here is that the log-Gaussian has already been shown to account formally for a great variety of visual data (Crozier, 1935-36; 1940; Crozier and Wolf, 1938-39 a, b; I943-44 a) . In the case of flicker-discrimination particularly, it has been rather elaborately demonstrated that its 3 parameters are necessary; moreover, they exhibit under changed conditions quantitative properties which are rationally relevant (Crozier and Wolf, 1939-40; 1943-44 a, b; and papers there cited) . The parametric analysis undertaken in this case permitted a sharp decision between the log-Gausslan formulation, derived from manifestly relevant considerations, and a formulation based on conceptions of homogeneous reaction-velocity kinetics (Crozier, Wolf, and Z~rrahn-Woif, 1936--37; 1937-38; Crozier, 1939) .
The third and fourth points to be made concern directly the properties of the parameters of ~(S). They show that no simple (or compound) Poisson distribution s, mmation can possibly be used for the description of such data. What is demonstrated is that, as required for the log-Gaussian, the mean of a ~b(S) and its (r are independent quantities, subject to independent modification. This is abundantly illustrated in the main data of the present paper, but it is desirable to have it shown in additional ways. One instructive instance concerns the r61e of partial pressure of respired 03. Without giving experimental details, an example drawn from a body of data on this actually complex matter will serve to show that simple treatment of the observer, its effects quickly reversible, can serve to modify o-markedly without greatly affecting r' (Fig.  3 , Table III ), or the converse. The point here is that those who have argued for the Poisson integral formulation have necessarily assumed that the "fluctuation" in excitability revealed by the form of ~(S) is due to the quantal fluctuations in successive delivered flashes supposed to be identical, or to differ in fixed ratios, and not to the organism under test. It is not possible to see how inhalation of "100 per cent" 02 by the subject can affect quantal flash-fluctuation in the apparatus.
The fourth, and last, point to be made in this connection is that when one deliberately introduces quantal flash-variation into the experiment, the result is completely favorable to the log-Gaussian formulation for excitation events with not too small image areas and not too brief exposure-times. An example is given in Table IV (Fig. 4) . It is drawn from a systematic investigation dealt with elsewhere, and is here used for illustrative purposes only. The point of it is that it shows how, when flash-intensity is "constant" while exposure-time is changed, the log-Ganssian formulation is still adequate. In such experiments, quantal variation has been deliberately introduced. Yet the same law for ~' (S) is dearly adequate. More significant is the fact that, within the law relating AI0 to t,~p., the value of ~r is the same.
This disgression has not been intended to demonstrate that the log-Gaussian integral is the "correct" formulation for ~b(S) data. It shows why no Poisson integral can be accepted for this purpose. The probability that the log-Gausslan is adequate is incidentally increased, and it is shown why for present purposes it is employed. Its further justification, and its limitations (especially for ~ery brief exposure-times) will be dealt with in another place.
The e constants computed from the ~k(S) data, 1.6' square field, as a rune-tion of dominant wave length (Table V) sentially random. Image area was also altered in small steps, and exposuretimes, at selected places. I n particular, as wilI be set forth, a rather complete TABLE V Mean, log (A10)60 •= ~', and standard deviations (slo~ro) for seeing-frequency functions ~(S), with a small square image subtending 1.6' on a side exposed in single flashes of log t,,p. -~.895 seconds (= 0.0785 second), at the left fovea of observer L.H.C. The intensity scale is rehtive; the xelative energies for the various dominant wave lengths 7, are put upon the millilamb~t scale for the "white" used (color temperature 2750 ° K). On this scale 10 lamberts ~ 0.32 gin. eals./cm.ffi/min., with energy beyond)~ --715 filtered out. Column n gives the number of presentations at each point; where 2 numbers are given, 2 series are concerned, and are combined in the plots. The data are plotted in Figs repetition of the tests was carried out, for reasons to be made apparent, with a decidedly larger/mage area (1.5°); and this was repeated at 15 ° on the temporal side of the fovea. Out of the modifications of the initial conditions have come substantiations of the peculiarities apparent in the data of Table V, in the sense that these peculiarities are demonstrably not due to gross errors in filter calibrations, or to special properties of the observer. This is shown at once by the fact that when more customary conditions were used,--larger image areas, for example,-some essentially "classical" results concerning "visibility in the spectrum" at the fovea are more nearly reproduced by the procedure used. This is conspicuous also in the data at several locations in the retinal periphery of the same eye (Crozier, 1950 d) . There is demonstrably nothing peculiar or non-normal in the observer, or in the instrumentation. Hence there is no need at the moment, really, to multiply these results with other observers. It is easily demonstrated that the internal consistencies in the data, and their interestingly close correlation with other visual measurements, favor the reality of the unexpected "irregularities" in mean log A/0 ( Table V) .
As Fig. 8 shows, o'log~0 is in these data a periodic function of wave number. Pronounced maxima and minima are evident. It is reasonable to suppose that a small ¢r signifies a small population of elements of sensory effect available for arousal of the response "seen," between 0 and 100 per cent seen. With this observational ("operational") definition of "population of arousable effects" we shall be concerned subsequently. It is in terms of the frequency of arousal of the indicator response, as a function of intensity (or exposure-time). It is not synonymous with any measure of the Iota! population of excitable units.
At the other end of the scale, a large ¢ signifies a large population of such potentially excitable effects.
Several important questions arise here. One can be dealt with immediately. As already indicated, and in view of the well known general character of the curve of "visibility of the spectrum" at the fovea, rising as it does to a maximum slightly above ~, 550, and at longer X's falling, it is impossible that there should obtain in these measurements any simple relation between AI0 and o', as functions of wave length. This, and the magnitude and reproducibility of the differences in g, render it totally impossible that the summation of a Poisson distribution of frequency of "hits to excite" can account for the data. It is just not true that mean log A/o and or, or ~2 stand in any simple relationship, let alone in direct proportionality. Clearly, X's can be found for which AI0 is the same but ~rlo~Ar0 very different indeed.
A second question has to do with the functional reality of the maxima and minima displayed in Fig. 8 . It could be, in any situation of this kind, that instrumental deficiencies of one or another sort might be leading one astray. There are several manageable ways in which this possibility can be examined. They have been exploited. In the first place, one is required to determine whether there is an analytically reasonable relationship between "minor" wob-bles in log (A/0) 50 and in ~. This is examined in § VIII. One is also required to employ different image areas for excitation. This has also been done. It is to be noted specifically that it is not implied that a larger image area should of itself be expected to lead to a larger # for ~/(S). The expectable situation is more complex than that, and this has been further substantiated by (as yet unpublished) work on flicker contours (cf. Crozier and Wolf, 1943-44 (Table V) , as related to dominaut wive length. section VII). It has turned out that tests of this sort, at the fovea and in the retinal periphery, incidentally provide another "internal" proof that gross mechanical errors cannot possibly account for the "irregularities" in Table V (cf. section VIII).
H it is in fact the case that for minimal visual excitation at the fovea there exist some 4 (or, including the near ultraviolet, perhaps 5) groups or populations of visually excitable effects, then it should be possible to demonstrate their separateness by differential "exhaustion" or adaptation. A rather large literature exists with reference to this general matter. It has not in fact been very "cleanly" or efficiently studied hitherto. In a subsequent paper it is dealt with (el. Crozier, 1950 b) in some detail, on the basis of the present findings, and with confirmation.
A quite different type of test of the separateness of groups of excitatory elements, in relation to X, should be cited here; it is specifically within the analytical framework of the present paper. If two dominant wave lengths, Xt and Xv--for example, at peaks of the # curve in Fig. 8 --really operate upon separable groups of potentially excitable effects, then when they are combined in presentation their separate effectivenesses should be demonstrable. The technical problem was this: to find (in the instrumental situation earlier described) interference filters with 2 pass-bands in the visible region, having peak transmissions so related to the visibility function and to the emission of the lamp that their individual ~(S) curves cross not too far from the 50 per cent point, as determined under the conditions of joint presentation; what then is the nature of the ~(S) function when both pass-bands are flashed simultaneously? By search, several filters of this kind have been found. It is not difficult to see that, if the choice has been fortunate in terms of intensity transmissions in the two bands, there should result, if the two peak transmissions operate upon organically distinct groups of excitability units, a ~b(S) curve exhibiting a sharp "break" not far from 50 per cent response. On a log-Gaussian percentage grid there should appear not one straight line, but 2 intersecting lines. The slopes and inflection abscissas of the two segments, in the absence of interaction phenomena, should correspond to those obtained for the respective pass-bands taken separately. This test is a rather severe one. Interaction does affect the ~" values. In a measure the situation is similar to that considered by Bliss (1939) , who dealt with the simultaneous action of 2 "independent" poisons on an insect population. The present case is potentially more "clear," analytically, since independent tests for each acting component in the mixture are made; moreover, it is minimal responsiveness which is involved here.
For these compound beams the problem of accurate focussing for the darkadapted eye is serious. What was done was to follow routine procedure and to adjust the lens system to give, for repetitive single flashes, a high proportion of sharply square images. Obviously, this is a compromise.
Results in 2 tests of this kind are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The first case involves peak k's 454.5 and 671.5, which are quite close to maxima in the a / k plot of Fig. 8 . A larger image size (square, 1.0 ° on a side) and a briefer exposure (log t,~. = 3.707 seconds) were used than in the series of Table V. These bands were studied separately, by the use of appropriate masking filters, with n --100. They were then presented simultaneously, with n = 100 to 250 at each point. The energy transmissions were separately estimated for each situation. Focussing for the dark-adapted eye was adjusted. In ,----computed as without the masking filter; and for these 2 pass-bands used simultaneously (~ = 100 to 250). Image 1,5 ° X 1.5°; log t,,~. ---2.707; left fovea L.H.C. On either side of a transition zone near log I = 1.8 the characteristic slopes for the 2 components are apparent. In this case (the 2 wave lengths are very nearly complementary) there is apparent a species of inhibition.
another pair of bands, )~ 428.5 and X 562, examined in the same way (these happen to be nearly "complementary").
The abscissa scale in Figs 9 and 10 is in terms of log (total relative energy).
The separate individual k curves cannot be brought together by use of "visibility factors," since (for these conditions of presentation) the "visibility coefficient" for any k is a function of the simultaneous action of other kinds of light. In each instance the characteristic curve for the member of the X pair which has the higher excitatory power "comes through," in changed position, and with its slope (and hence cr) unchanged. The member with lower excitatory power again appears, with some averaging of action in part of the region of overlap. The indication is that the total energy of the compound flashes is certainly a significant factor, but that there is basic, specific independence in the ~ctions of certain X bands. This procedure will be further elaborated by the use of technical arrangements permitting independent control of the ~ band intensities. The general method has decided analytical advantages over those in which differential thresholds are judged (cf. summary in Stiles, 1949) . The indications at hand, illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, are completely consistent with the requirements of indirect photosensitization as responsible for the effects appearing in Figs. 9 and 10. v I A. If the notion is correct that the periodic change of Crlo,~ro with X (Fig. 8 ) signifies a distinct separateness of slightly overlapping populations of potentially excitable units, at near-threshold, it is almost inevitable to think of their excitabilities as being differentially sensitized in some way. This is not to say more than that basic excitability is differentially sensitized. The "units" which must be thought of are defined solely in terms of functional manifestation. They are not to be taken as separate retinal receptor cells. For all that can be told, they may all occur in each fQveal cell.
Photosensitization ("optical sensitizing") is a process whereby molecules absorbing light act merely as energy carriers, or transducers, and do not take part in a chemical change in the system which is thereby "photocatalyzed" (Weigert and Prunker, 1931; West and Paul, 1932; Bowen, 1946, chapter IV) . The quantum efficiency of such processes can be quite high. Effects of this kind are, of course, well known in crystals and in relation to photographic emulsions (cf. Franck and Teller, 1938; Sheppard, Lambert, and Walker, 1941) .
A typical effect in this category, in liquids, arises when reducing agents are added to an absorber system. The colored material absorbs light, but the reducer is oxidized; peroxide intermediates photochemically induced between dye and O3 oxidize the reducer, and the colored substance is left essentially unchanged. When several absorbers are present, the whole of the absorbed energy is available for promoting photochemical change (and Beer's law does not then operate). There is already some evidence for this in the ~(S) data for combined "monochromatic" lights (section V). With respect to the mechanisms of energy transfer in such cases, an illuminating discussion has been given by Arnold and Oppenheimer (1949-50) .
B. If there are functionally distinct groups of k effects, this should be manifest in other modes of excitation. One thinks of the phenomena of wave length discrimination. This has been studied by a fairly large number of workers. There have been made estimates of the median difference in k between adjacent spechal patches which is required for recognition of a difference in hue. This quantity Ak exhibits maxima and minima across the spectrum. Clearly, when AX is at a minimum, for a given set of conditions, "hue discrimination" is relatively at a maximum; conversely, with AX at a maximum "hue discrimination" is at a relatively low level of acuteness. It cannot be held that the most nearly ideal circumstances have prevailed during measurements of this kind. Image size; intensity level and brightness level; age of observers, and their degrees of competence; spectral purity; degree of adaptation, and presentation time; and in general the conditions for color contrast, have varied within and between different experiments. So also has the method of calculation of AX. For present purposes it is not necessary to review these details. The fact that, despite such internal differences in the origins of the data, a very considerable body of agreement in the ), positions of the maxima and minima in AX for subjects not color-deficient plainly indicates that a really fundamental property of excitation in the spectrum is being scaled. The agreement is indeed better than a simple superposition of the various data (Judd, 1932) , or the strange averaging of AX's (Bouma, 1948) , at first indicates.
A rather striking point which has been held to divide the measurements into 2 groups is that for some series there occurs a maximum of hue discrimination (a minimum in AX) in the neighborhood of ),630, while for others there does not. It will be suggested that there may be reasons making this understandable.
There has been pretty general agreement that the data of hue discrimination (or, better, "X discrimination on the basis of minimal hue difference") are of direct significance for the theory of color primaries. The method employed to utilize these data for this purpose has been to suppose that a minimum in AX should occur where the excitation of one kind of "color receptor" is increasing most rapidly as a function of X, while that of another is decreasing most rapidly --for example, near the crossing of the blue/green and the green/red "sensation" curves (of. Wright, 1947, for citations) . Ingenious use of this conception was made by Hecht (1931 Hecht ( , 1932 , which, however, suffered from the difficulty that it was required to account for very large sensorial differences on the basis of quite minute differences in fundamental excitabilities. The AX data from color-deficient subjects has important interest for the general argument, but cannot be discussed in this place. Full utilization of these data awaits seeingfrequency tests with color-deficient individuals.
The view here adopted for examination is quite different. It assumes that at places on the k scale where ~to,ar0 is small there is available for arousal a relatively smaller number of units of excitation at that particular X. It is reasonable to suppose that such a smaller population would be relatively more sensitive to admixture or contrast with other effects than would a larger population (larger a) prove to be. Consequently, it might be expected that the minima in Fig. 8 there might also be found to occur the minima in AX. Likewise, at the maxima in Fig. 8 there must also be found the maxima in AX.
The present ~b(S) data refer to conditions essentially of dark-adaptation, and of small image size, uniocular presentation, and the absence of color contrast, and in fact of color at all. For these reasons they should be more delicate in testing for X sensitization. If no convincing parallelism should appear with the measurements of AX, further tests would be necessary for ~b(S) at different adaptation levels. Such tests have in fact been made, homochromatically and heterochromatically (cf. Crozier, 1950 a) . The effects revealed indicate certain complexities of photosenitization and the like which certainly will have to be taken into account for a systematic treatment. But a very striking parallelism does in fact obtain, and these additional considerations are for the moment dismissed.
From the numerous papers dealing with &X the data have been drawn, for "color-normal" subjects, and the positions of the maxima and the minima of A), have been noted and averaged. Weights were assigned when the data given were averages. For some series it was annoyingly necessary to make estimates from sketched curves on which no data points were shown. Certain sets of measurements do not extend to k400 at one end of the spectrum, or to XT00 at the other end. From such information no dispersion indices of much validity can be drawn. There is abundant internal evidence that single determinations (or averages for 1 observer) can be very precise indeed, with a given set of conditions. We are concerned with comparisons with a single observer's ~b(S) performance, so that reasonably adequate agreements can suffice for the immediate purpose. These comparisons involve the numbers and the X positions of maxima and minima in Ak as a function of X1.
Where maxima and minima were found the mean k and the inclusive range, with the weighted numbers of cases, are given in Table VI , together with the positions of the minima and maxima in Fig. 8 . When the parallelism in these data from such dissimilar sources and procedures was noted, after the completion of the tests in Table V , it was regarded as astonishing. Certainly it cannot be taken as a disproof of the conception of differentially sensitized groups of potentially excitable visual units. Rather, it provides a striking confirmation of this notion.
The observations summarized in Table VI were taken from a series of publications, over many years, to which key citations are given for the most part in Judd (1932) and Wright (1947) . Reference has already been made to the fact that certain careful sets of measurements fail to disclose a Ak "dip" near k630 (mean, 628; range 610 to 639), or perhaps the one near X570 (564 to 590). In Fig. 11 several typical sets of data are plotted, to show the nature of the contrast. It cannot be told with certainty why the discrepancy arises. But two variables almost certainly significant in this connection can be discussed on the basis of quantitative evidence. The first, which can be only briefly referred to, concerns light-adaptation level. The second concerns the r61e of area of test-image and t,~. Each can produce changes in the quite sensitive O' loz,~Zo, and could thus be expected to produce changes in the relative magnitudes of AX. When ~(S) measurements were made with a larger foveal image, in this particular series deliberately using a slightly smaller exposure-time, the data of Table VII were obtained. The individual X curves are set out in Figs. 12, 13, and 14. The median intensities in this series, with square image 1.5 ° on a side, log t,zp. = 2.707 seconds, are lower than in the set of Table V . Enlarging the image size has diverse effects upon glogaZo, according to the dominant k. It is noteworthy that for the "white" the g is definitely increased. The relation of ~r to image area A has been studied at a number of k's, but not as yet with reference to the shape of the image. For square of 1.6', 2.5 p, 0.5 °, 1.0 °, 1.5 ° on a side the direction of change is consistent with that indicated by the data of Tables V and VII. FIo. 11. Data regarding AX, the measure of wave length discrimination, as function of X; a few selected cases to illustrate the modifications apparent in the x zone 570 to 640 (single non-color-deficient subjects) which are associated with procedural and personal differences. Each of these types is duplicated in a number of other examples. Y., Jones (1917); K., Koenig and Dietrici (1884) A.D. = average deviation of x2 setting; U., Uhthoff (1888); N., Nelson (1937) . See text. It is dear that in this X zone large image area (or other circumstances) may result in the "fusion" of minima otherwise apparent near xx570, 630; stages in this effect are illustrated.
The very noticeable features of the effect of enlarged image size on oio~Zo are that---as seen in Fig. 20--(1) on the whole the high ~'s are lowered, the low ¢r's raised (except in the red zone), and (2) that the maxima and minima of ¢ are preserved with fidelity, although with a slight shift toward the red, except that the dip at X570 is made much less clear. The data obtained by Wright (~. 1947 ) with a bipartite 2 ° foveal field show that the X570 minimum is missed. The measurements by KSnig and Dieterici (1884) , also with a large image area, show a notch at X620. I am unable to see that there is any real basis for a classification of the AX data into two categories, or to deny the reality of the separate sensitization minima at ca. X570 and ~620. The problem as to why the changes of or as dependent on image area occur in the directions they exhibit must be left largely unsolved, for the present. I t is reasonably clear that for a k zone in which, for a quite small area, ~ is low, there must be expected to occur an increase of ~ when the exposed area is en- On the other hand, for a X zone in which, for small area, cr if high, enlargement of the area could be expected to increase the opportunity for finding excitable elements, and could thus reduce ~. The general point must for final elucidation await systematic tests not yet completed. The r61e of exposuretime is of special interest in this connection. The red region in particular, peculiar in other respects also, requires careful examination. C. In another direction, we may look for indications from the data of "saturation sensitivity." Material in papers by Purdy (1931), Wright and Pitt (1937) , Nelson (1937) , Jones and Lowry (1926) , and Priest and Brickwedde (1938) is concordant on some chief points despite procedural differences. The image field was not confined to the central fovea. The quantity commonly dealt with is I~/(I,~ 4-IX), which can be extracted from the original tables, or IX/Lo (Purdy), where 1,, is the intensity of the "white" used, IX of the added light of given wave length required to induce detectable hue. It is not really clear that this is the most powerful method of investigating the X capacity to induce color; but, in the absence thus far of any really adequate study of the properties of the "achromatic" interval, the results may be suggestive.
Accepting for the moment the indications derived from Fig. 8 , and they are not essentially disturbed in any way by the necessary reference to the fact that in the estimation of "saturation" larger image areas have been involved (of. Fig. 15 ), there are specific expectations to be tested. What is examined is the color-inducing capacity of different k's. What can be expected is that if at X's of small ¢ for ~b(S) there is a low efficiency of photosensitization for the arousal of elements of sensory effect, this will be reflected in the requirement of an increased intensity for color production. It is shown (in Fig. 16 ) later that for rough purposes the argument concerning AI0 in terms of ~(S) can be transferred to the color threshold intensity. (This will later be dealt with in a more elaborate way, including the problem of the color threshold in the retinal periphery.) We also put to one side at this point considerations arising from the facts of photosensitization relating to the effect of the concurrent presence of other illumination when the color-inducing illumination is added in the visual system. The qualitative expectation then is that, in the X zone 400 to 700, there are 4 places in which maxima of effectiveness might be found, and 4 places in which minima of effectiveness might be exhibited.
In terms of (Ix)/(I~ + I,~), or of Ix~Iv, for the induction of color, which are inverse measures of the saturation or color-inducing capacity, we have to expect that there could be 4 X regions in which these measures, as function of X, should change slope quite slowly. These regions, obviously, are those for which ¢qo~Al0 is at a maximum. On the other hand, in the X400 to XT00 expanse, there has also to be expected the occurrence of 4 more or less distinct X points for which A log (Ix)/(Ix + Iw)/AX changes sharply; these are the positions of minima in Figs. 8 and 17.
V I S I B I L I T Y A T ~O V E A
There is implicit the suggestion that more efficient methods could well be used for the measurement of the "satuartion" capacity. However, the point Priest and Brickwedde (1938) ; observer N. from Nelson (1937); P., from Purdy (1931, 200 photon level); W., in Wright and Pitt (1934) . The data are left in the form of log (discrimination fraction with reference to white), since it is the rates of change of curvature which interest us here. The positions of maxima and minima in the foveal x sensitization curve (Fig. 8) is to examine existing data with reference to validation of the possibility that the indications of Fig. 8 can have general analytical significance. The conclusion is that they do. It is important that not only is the expected number of singular points or zones actually found, but that their X specifications accord with the demands of Table VI as to the ), positions for normal observers.
In Fig. 15 several representative sets of data have been displayed. Their indications are in no sense invalidated by other sets of data not here reproduced. It is clear that there are in the data 3 clear and a not impossible 4th ), region in which the differential measure of "saturation"--in the figures as drawn its log inverse, which does not affect the shape--exhibits minima in the rate of change of capacity to induce proper color. That these positions are not inconsistent with maxima in Figs. 8 and 20 is obvious. On the other hand, there are in these measurements X values at or near which there is shown an abrupt "kink" in the curves for A/x/(AIx -}-I~),--namely, at which this quantity begins to increase, relatively, as ), is increased.
The degree of correspondence with expectation in these cases encourages the belief that more elaborate direct examination of the saturation capacity could substantiate the break-down of the k curve for this function into some 5 frequency components, comparable to the 5 maxima in Fig. 8 but broadened by the requirement of higher intensity levels in the saturation tests.
D. The study of color phenomena by the ~(S) method will be considered elsewhere. One indication should, however, be given here. For the data summarized in Tables V and VII, careful record was made of the color experienced, if any, with each seen flash. It is not necessary to enter upon the question of the "achromatic interval," other than to state that, for any spectral wave length, conditions can be found (sufficiently small image, sufficiently brief exposure) such that the sensory experience is without color at the central fovea. Even these conditions need not be imposed if the light is periodically interrupted, as along the flicker recognition contour (Crozier and Wolf, 1943-44 a) . We have also known for a long time that within the general "threshold" zone a variety of color experiences results from the administration of flashes of the "same" intensity and duration, having no obvious relation to the "proper" color ordinarily associated with the particular dominant k. The details of the records on this matter do not concern us here. What does require mention is the relative intensity for the "color threshold." We shall take this as the intensity for which 10 per cent of the seen flashes are reported as of the "proper" color. The point is the expectation that these intensities, for the data of Table V always well above the mid-~(S) intensity, would be expected to bear some relationship to the periodic changes of ~os~ro as function of X, in the sense that for a larger, sensitized population of potential effects the orthodox color might come through more simply.
The 10 per cent color recognition (for seen flashes) is a rough index; in cases thus far tested we know that ~(S) for proper color shows a larger ~r than for the simple perception of light, and this will require a comparatively full investigation before the status of color can be clarified. But for present purposes it is sufficient to rely upon the relation between (AI, o~,)10 and (A/0)bo for the w_sran.rr~ AT FOVEA conditions of Table V . It is clear from Fig. 16 that the essential rectilinearity of this relationship, disturbed to only slight degrees by the expectations based upon Fig. 8 , shows that the 10 per cent color frequency is subject to the same considerations as is (A/0)s0. Over-all, for these conditions, (A/'~o,o,)~0 is --
Io~ (~I0)50 FIO. 16 . The relation between intensity for recognition of proper color in 10 per cent of the seen flashes and the abscissa of inflection ¢' (log(AIo)60) in the data summarked by Table V. The relationship is one very nearly of direct proportionality, with this measure of the "color threshold" 4 times as great as the median exciting intensity for the same dominant wave length.
E. In the observational data, therefore, of k discrimination, saturation, and color recognition, there is independent confirmation of the hypothesis of specificaUy photosensitlzed effects in the receptive function at the central fovca. It is natural to ask whether there might not be parallels in the hypotheses of color "primaries."
It is d course possible that a psychologically "pure" color could result from w. j. CROZmR I19 a narrow zone of k's in which there is slight photosensitization, whereas in a quite different sense a subjectively stable, satisfyingly "pure" color could result from a quite large specific sensitization effect. It is not at all dear at the moment, however, that such respective purities of experience would on this basis stand up under systematic alterations of the conditions of presentation,---as of image area, exposure-time, and intensity. But it is clear that the evidence here adduced is of an order rather different from that commonly used for the formal development of a trichromatic theory of "normal" color vision.
There should be mentioned here the fact that, as is well known, there have been generally recognized 4 "stable" or "psychologically unique" colors, by a variety of methods. There is fair agreement as to the correlated central ~, 's (of. Drever, 1930-31; Dimmick and Hubbard, 1939): ca. 470, 505, 575, 650 (or, a complementary for 494) . There is no simple correlation with the indications of Fig. 8 : the 1st and 4th correspond to maxima in ¢io~Aro, the 2nd and 3rd to minima. These minima also mark the limits between which (495 to 570) spectral complementaries are lacking. The neutral points in the spectrum for dichromats (497, 472) , and tritanopes (415, 575), the minima and maxima for AX in deuteranomalous and protanomalous observers (495, 505, 615, 550+) are plainly correlated with singular points in the data of Figs. 8 and 17. One has inescapably the impression that such parallelisms are, so to speak, trying to lead one on to a discovery of some moment in the realm of color theory. There is plain indication, of course, that this must be approached with wariness. We may leave the matter here with a note to the effect that there is no real correlation of the ~, sensitization zones with any known set of proposed "color primaries;" as they stand, they appear to specify real wave number primaries, which need not be the same thing at all; they derive directly from observational data, at least, and are not ad hoc constructs.
Data have been summarized by Bouma (1948, p. 259) for the spectral limits of colors for small spots on a dark field. The maxima in Fig. 8 On the other hand, Hartridge (1947) has reported that the use d small images at the fovea supports the conception of red, orange, green, and "indigo" as primary ~ experiences. Our tests with brief presentations d small images show that a more complex state of affairs is involved as regards color experience; the data must be much more fully analyzed before they can be applied to a theory of color "primaries."
A. There is usually a special kind of satisfaction if it can be indicated, for a biological phenomenon, that a particular substance may be responsible for a peculiar effect. It does not necessarily follow that the really interesting thing, namely the mechanism of the effect, is thereby exposed. But progress can re-vIsrarLrrY AT ~' OVEA sult through the outcome of new, specific experiments suggested by correlation with a possible material basis. In a tentative way such correlations can be offered for the periodic properties of alorat0 in Fig. 8 .
There is no evidence pointing to any one of the suggested "cone" photoexcitatory substances extracted from sundry vertebrate retinas (Wald, 1937; Chase, 1938; Hosoya, Okita, and Akune, 1938; HanstrSm, 1940) as significantly involved in the sensitization maxima revealed by the present data. One or two of the absorption maxima are concordant, as the data stand, but the others occur at or near minima in these data. One must suspect that, for analysis d the human case, somewhat more subtle methods are required.
It has been pointed out already that o'lo,~r0 refers to the action of the radiation at the place in which the effect leading to recognition of "light" is brought about. It is independent of the absolute intensity, and would be the same (for a given sharply dominant X) ff an irrelevant absorber were in the path of the light. It would be unaffected, for example, by absorption in the retinal layers between the bacillary layer and the light; it is also independent of subjective color. It has been urged that action spectra for visual excitation at the fovea reveal the presence of effects due to macular pigmentation, such that losses of radiant energy are demonstrated where absorption by carotenoid (xanthophyU, lutein) filtering (Wald, 1943; 1945; is responsible. Such infuences are held to appear as localized depressions on the curve of the average reciprocal exciting intensities; they will be examined subsequently. The effects which concern us in connection with Fig. 8 , however, are of quite another kind, namely the opposite. There is reputed absence of the yellow pigment layer at the foveal center of primates (Polyak, 1941 (Polyak, , 1949 . It can be seen "subjectively" on looking at a spectrum of small dispersion (the image not confined to the central fovea) that dim bands of absorption appear at ca. X~55 and X495 (Keilin and Smith, 1939) , about where they should occur for absorption by such a carotenoid as lutein,--or by a flavin. But the problem here is one of the relative sensitizations for a quite small area, at particular wave lengths, in the central fovea, and the side-tracking of energy by ocular filters is doubly irrelevant.
On the other hand it has been suggested that the action spectra for phototropic bending in "colorless" plants (Arena coleoptiles, for example), through inhibition of growth elongation on the more strongly illuminated side, are very similar to that of absorption by carotenoids, such as/~-carotene (cf. reviews in Wald, 1943; Galston and Baker, 1949) , with maxima at ca. 455 mlz and 480 to 495 m# (cf. Devine, Hunter, and Williams, 1945) . Energy absorbed in this way has been conceived to be involved in the photodestruction of an auxin, such as indoleacetic acid, thus decreasing growth elongation on a more strongly illuminated side. It has also been urged that a flavin component, such as vitamin B2, might equally be responsible for these two maxima of effectiveness (Galston and Baker, 1949) . Riboflavins show, however, a distinct maximum of strong absorption in the near ultraviolet,/rod there is no evidence of this in the action spectra for phototropic curvature. Riboflavin does photooxidize indoleacetic acid and other materials, and the action spectrum for this (Gaiston and Baker, 1949) shows good parallelism to the absorption curve for riboflavin; but that is another matter.
B. It has been suspected for some time that retinal flvins could be involved in visual excitation. Of the various flavins for which absorption spectra have been given (Warburg and Christian, 1933; Kuhn, GySrgy, and Wagner- (1) absorption by cytochrome-c reductase in the k region 380 to 500 m/~ (E == molecular extinction coefficient × 10-~), enlarged from Haas, Horecker, and Hogness (1940) with (2) the behavior observed for ¢1oz az, ( Table V) . The latter rises to another maximum at X545, and presumably the relative separation of the lines from 460 to 506 includes the left "foot" of this peak. (The 2 scales are adjusted arbitrarily to give approximate superposition from 382 to 460.) Jauregg, 1933; Haas, 1938; etc.) there is just one, namely the "cytochrome c reductase" of Haas, Horecker, and Hognes s (1940) , which mimics with fidelity the 383 to 500 m/z region of Fig. 8 . This finding, which was quite unexpected, is of peculiar interest in view of the subsequent discussion. Fig. 17 shows that the "shoulder" at 480 m#, the peak at 456, the sharp dip at 440, the '"shoulder" at 420, and the rise toward a maximum near 395 are present in each curve. No other correlate for this spectral region has been found (e.g., notatin (Coulthard et al., 1945) will not serve). The broad maximum at 387 m/~ for retinenel (in CHC6) (Wald, 1937-38; 1938-39) is unsuitable, and we here deal with the dark-adapted retina in any case.
One is aware that there are pitfalls in the path of specific identifications by way of action spectra. For present purposes this particular identification is tentatively accepted. It has already been emphasized that the a's reflect action at the locus of excitation; that there is ground for suspecting that, for really small image areas, large a's are due to relatively large populations of excitation units in the 0 to 100 per cent region of response frequency; and that these large groups at different peak k's show independent excitation properties (section VI; Crozier, 1950 a). More elaborate consideration of the last point is undertaken elsewhere. The precise forms of the flavins in the retina are not known, nor the conditions prevailing for them. The proposed tests in part consist in (1) exposing the eye to ultraviolet light, which can photolyse riboflavin, and then (and simultaneously) examining the excitability function for selected k's; (2) exposing to lights of kk 460, 545, 609, or 670 and then testing for differential effects on excitability; and (3), using certain k combinations in this way; the point of the matter being to determine whether there are differential effects due to (a) near ultraviolet, (b) k440 to 500, and (c) beyond kS00. Part of this evidence is already at hand.
In 1934 yon Euler and Adler (1934 a, b) recorded the presence of large amounts of riboflavin (lactoflavin; Karrer et al., 1935) in retinas of certain fishes (cod, haddock); and, with HeUstr~m (1934--35) , also in the retinas of rat, cow, dog, and man. This was chiefly or "only" in the pigmented layer (into which cone and rod free ends project); or in albino individuals between the bacillary layer and the choroid. The substance identified was the "free," diffusible ravin, which fluoresces under illumination with near ultraviolet. Sjostrand (1946) found this only in choroid of frog's eyes; it would be interesting to know of any seasonal effect. The presence of the protein compound (enzyme) was of course not disproved by this, and in view of the dissociable compounds the free ravin can form (Kuhn and Rudy, 1936) it may be assumed that such compounds may be present. It was suggested that'riboflavin has a special significance for visual excitation through its fluorescence (Karrer, yon Euler, and Sch~pp, 1935) . Theorell (1935) pointed to the fact that under illumination free riboflavin produces activated photoproducts, which degenerate if sufficient O, is not available. He suggested a connection with vision, and with color vision. The general point was raised again by Adler and yon Euler (1938) , and by Heiman (1936 Heiman ( , 1942 . Pock-Steen (1939) first pointed to the evidence for reduced visual acuity and "twilight blindness" under avitaminosis-B~, and its prompt alleviation by small doses of riboflavin (but not by vitamin A). The clinical material bearing on this matter is complex (of. Sinclair, 1948) . The general problem was reviewed by Morton (1944) , with the idea that there might be functional involvement of the B, complex with vitamin A and visual purple.
These considerations are suggestive and require mention, but they are not specifically related to the particular problem of Fig. 8 . There is no evidence that retinal lactoflavin is confined to the foveal region; in fact, it is obvious that it is not. Nor is it at all suggested that the sensitization here under discussion can be attributed to lactoflavin. Tests of the same kind as those on which Fig. 8 is based, but made well outside the macular area, show no effects whatever of this sort at the dark-adapted level of sensitivity. Thus the effects we are actually discussing have no bearing upon the general r61e which has sometimes been sought for riboflavin in visual excitation. They are concerned with the possibility of a specific involvement of a ravin compound in X sensitization at the foveal center. The technic of parallel testing for "cone" properties in the retinal periphery is not at all simple, and is not discussed here.
C. It is known, following Keilin, that there commonly occurs in cells a cytochrome complex showing in the reduced condition absorption maxima centered at ~,}, 605, 567, 550, 521 m#. In Fig. 8 there clearly appear: a slight "shoulder" at 522; a sharp peak very close to 550; a sharp peak very close to 605. Since the data of Fig. 8 are necessarily spaced farther apart than one might like, closer correspondence could not very well occur. The absence of suggestion of the 405 to 415 bands may be due to their being submerged by other absorption in this region (Fig. 8) , or to the small total absorption in these bands---or to both. The absence of a broadening to cover the X570 region will be considered presently. (It should be mentioned that by tilting interference filters, so as to make them not normal to the light beam, and using a polarizer to preserve the sharpness of the pass-band, certain of the gaps in Fig. 8 could have been filled in, even with presently used equipment; but this procedure is frustrated by the special effects of polarization, to be discussed elsewhere.)
The definite but low maximum in aiogato at ca. },670 lies in a spectral region concerning which information as to absorption is commonly lacking for certain kinds of preparations. One is reminded of the bands of chlorophylls a (maximum at 670) and b (maximum at 640), and consequently of the possible intervention of ferric porphyrin absorption. The shape of the curve in this region (Fig. 8) is "too broad;" it could result from the accumulation of small effects due to different materials, or to several small bands not as yet differentiated by the present visual data in this spectral region CA640-700). Bigwood, Ausay, and Thomas (1933) and Bigwood, Thomas~ and Wolfers (1934) described in yeast preparations, alkaline, oxidized cytochrome c bands at 645 and 675; it is of interest that 645 is the region of fluoresence under ultraviolet illumination. The 647 band was early noted in Azolobacter (Negelein and Gerischer, 1934; Fujita and Kodama, 1934), under O~; and in oxygenated B. coli and B. proteus (of. Shibata, 1935) and in iron bacteria. The (alkaline) bands of Bigwood may be homologous with the ferricytochrome-c bands, in neutral solution, observed at 695 and 655 by TheoreLl and/~keson (1941) , and by Horecker and Karnberg (1946) .
The tentative assignment of substances possibly responsible for this group of sensitization maxima in Fig. 8 is, of course, confronted by the fact that certain really participating effects may very well be masked under these particular test conditions. Thus the faint shadings at )~520 to 540 and at X550 to 570 associated with the oxidized cytochrome system would be, if effective at all in relation to k sensitization, almost certainly swamped-out in the absorption by the fl-a complex of the reduced forms. Granting for the moment that there is suggestive value in the parallels found, it is important to realize that Fig. 8 gives no basis for assuming that only reduced cytochromes are present in the visually excited location, as witness the effects near 670. Nevertheless, on following through with the attempt to make assignments on the basis of parallelisms, a sufficiently interesting result, thoroughly unforseen, is apparently indicated. The a bands of cytochromes a (605) and c (550) (Pappenheimer and Hendee, 1947) . The common reduced cytochrome E-band at 521 is clearly suggested by the "shoulder" at that place.
There is no trace of bands attributable to catalase, or to oxidized cytochrome c peroxidase (X620; 500); the reduced form, if represented, is smothered at k560. The o~ and T bands of reduced cytochrome a3, or cytochrome oxidase, respectively labelled as at ),600 and ),448 (see also Eichel eta/., 1950) , are not differentiable, nor the oxidized band at 418. There is no correlation with the special cytochrome form discussed by Sanborn and Williams (1950-51) , with absorption maximum at 551 to 563 (Sanborn, 1950) . The "y band for "Pasteur enzyme" of rat retina ( + CO) is not detectable, nor are the bands recognizable which have been associated with CO compounds of cytochrome oxidase. There is evidence that with the CO compounds slight changes in absorption maxima occur, but this effect may not be seriously disturbing for the present purpose. There is no information on the effect of temperature on band positions. (The cited sources for central ),'s for cytochrome system absorption bands are taken chiefly from summaries: Ball, 1939; Green, 1940; Melnick, 1942; Everett, 1944; Lardy, 1949; Lemberg and Legge, 1949 . The original articles have been studied in every instance, but they are too numerous for citation other than through these collective accounts.)
It should be mentioned here that in the observations of Bertholf (1931 a, b; 1932-33) on the spectral distribution of photic excitatory efficiency for bee and Drosophila it was demonstrated that maxima (bee) occur at X365 and 553, with a minimum at 440; and (fly) maxima at 365, 487, minimum at 425 and distinct local dip at ),500. For the fly data particularly, the parallelism with Fig. 8 in the X390 to 530 span is very dose. The bee data omit the 460 maximum, but the 550 maximum and the 430 minimum are sharply shown. Remembering the type of measurement involved, namely the phototropic balancing of a x patch as against a white, which consequently involved the possible intervention of passive ocular filter substances (cf. Crozier, 1923-24) , the parallelism between the Drosophi~ action spectrum (including the dip near X280) and the properties of riboflavin compounds is striking. The bee action spectrum seems to indude the riboflavin complex maximum at X365 and the minimum at ca. X440; the maximum in effectiveness at X553 corresponds to that ascribed in the present paper to reduced cytochrome-c. In Bertholf's data on the bee there is a slight "shoulder" near X500+. Later experiments by Sander (1933-34) , by modification of the same general method by with only 7 points in the X range, gave for bees between X355 and 630 two clear maxima, at X570 and at X470, with a distinct minimum near X510. This may be taken to show that there is a pretty clear indication of possible parallelism between the photosensitizing systems in the eyes of these insects and in the human eye, and that improved observational methods could result in making the parallelism more complete. D. Remembering that there is an absence of direct, specific, quantitative information on the properties of such substances or their homologues as they may be present in the normal human retina, and remembering also that a substance or substances fundamentally significant may very well be present which for one or another reason do not engage in the sensitization of photoreception effects---the only test involved in Fig. 8 ,--there still emerges what may be taken as the outline of a rather remarkable system of coincidences. Speculative suggestions in this general direction have been made by Dartnall and Thomson (1949) , on premises I believe to be not correct. In the foveal region of the retina, from which blood vessels are absent, there is evidence of discriminatory wave length sensitization by materials of types already known to be present in the retinas of vertebrates and almost certainly involved in efficient oxidative metabolism. It would be a singular accident indeed if the main constituents of the cytochrome system, plus cytochrome-c reductase, should be indicated as present in this non-vascular retinal area but without having local respiratory significances, This is especially suggestive because, as will be shown, these particular diagnostic indications involving ~b(S) are not evidenced in the data from the extramacular retina, in which the vascular structure is rich. Recall also that under progressive oxygen lack in general respiration it is this foveal region which is the slowest, last, to suffer extinction of function (of. MacFarland and Evans, 1939) .
It is obviously of real importance to examine foveal seeing-frequency phenomena in relation to oxygen saturation. A beginning has already been made with this. The importance of testing color-deficient subjects in this respect is also fairly clear. There could arise in this way a badly needed new kind of departure point for color theory. As a statement pretty certainly too extreme in some respects, let it be thought about for a moment that the absence of capillaries from the covering of the central fovea, making more acute the visual recognition of pattern detail, and consequently requiring for the maintenance of the primary receptors there located a particularly efficient catalytic respiratory system, may accidentally involve in this connection a set of wave length sensitizers through which color differentiation is possible, or is enhanced. It has already been shown (section VI) that the maxima and the minima of Fig. 8 are thoroughly correlated with the quantitative data of hue discrimination.
viii
It is a fair expectation that if a larger ¢~o,A~o, under otherwise fixed conditions of the present tests, signifies a larger population of potentially exdtable elements of sensory effect, then this should be reflected in the behavior of the abscissa of infection (r', Iog~ur0 for 50 per cent responses) in the ~(S) curve. Where ~rtozAr0 is elevated, r' should be distinctly lower than otherwise. Thus the ratio r~/~ should exhibit, in relation to )~, an enhanced periodicity by comparison with Fig. 8 . This is found in the data of Table V. This kind of relationship has been tested in 2 other, different, situations in which the common feature is the conception of the relation between ~ and r t in available effect-populations of different sizes. In one, the properties of the I, t function have been examined by the ~(S) procedure. In the other, the form d the dark-adaptation contour has been studied when the exposure-time of the monochromatic test light has been varied over a very wide range. These results have already been referred to in a brief way. Fuller accounts will be given shortly. It is only mentioned here that the results were in each instance in agreement with the notion that relative increase in the size of the potentially available population of excitation elements is associated with a rise in ~, and with a relative drop in the median excitation energy. (The argument from the dark-adaptation curves is direct enough, but requires eluddation of points not immediately pertinent for the present paper.)
The "visibility curve," for the data of Table V (image area 1.6' X 1.6'), is plotted in Fig. 18 a. The measurements are here left in terms of relative energies at the cornea. It is apparent that in contrast to the well known customary data of foveal or photopic spectral visibility this graph has a rather rough appearance. It has a minimum at the "proper" ~, it has more or less the general form to which a number of accounts have accustomed us, but the wobbles on the curve are at first sight disturbing.
These irregularities simply cannot be attributed to technical errors in the energy measurements. In the first place, they are sharply correlated with changes in ~lo~Xo (Fig. 8) , which on the basis of crude accident is quite impossible. In the second place, there are present definite relations to certain known general "irregularities" in visibility curves determined by others, with different procedures. Third, when the foveal test image area is increased (with the same instrumentation) the sharpness of these 'qrregularities" is reduced (Fig. 18 b) . Fourth, when the same procedure is employed in the retinal periphery, with the same instrumentation and the same eye, these particular "irregularities" do not appear at all
The chief reasons for the rather "raw" aspect of Fig. 18 a in contrast to customary depictions of the visibility of the spectrum at the fovea involve (I) the small image size used (1.6t); (2) the brief exposure time; (3) restriction to uniocular presentation for I experienced observer; (4) the use of a method not (Table V) as a function of ~ for the 1.6' square image.
b---~' figures for the 1.5 ° square image (Table VII) . For each set of data the value of log &/e is also indicated for the "white" (IV).
requiting brightness matching, thus (with the brief exposure-periods) mainmining dark-adaptation; (5) the employment of a procedure comparatively free, and indeed very largely free, from effects of aribtrary decision by the operating experimenter as to what is to be taken as the "threshold" intensity; (6) the reliance upon a fairly large number of X points.
Of these items, (5) is perhaps the most interesting. The "threshold" index here used is the abscissa of inflection in the curve of log AI0 for frequencyof seeing at each dominant X. It is nicely weighted by all the observations in a set. Empirically, in these experiments it has just been shown to have rational relations to ~xogalo. If an experienced experimenter employing usual methods, commonly some approximation to the "method of limits," should in fact tend to collect for averaging the "lowest" intensity values giving response, the result would clearly be that when ¢ is relatively large (and the precision relatively small), the "wobbles" would be accentuated. Whereas, as is more likely to be the case (I think), if something like "certainty" were sought for, the more extreme irregularities would be reduced; for something like the 95 per cent ~(S) intensity level would then more nearly correspond to the end-point situation in a "limits" procedure. Fig. 19 shows the degree of correspondence actually exhibited between the "visibility" curve based on r' from Table V and the traditional type of curve derived from ordinary "threshold" determinations. For the purpose of this comparison there is fortunately available an excellent set of determinations by Wald (1945) . It is clear that the general course of the r' data parallels in a rather remarkable way that exhibited by Wald's averages. (At the violet end the divergence is real; there is evidence of a difficulty concerning calibration; the thermopile calibrations relied upon for the present data have been verified by independent tests, and are taken to be correct.) It has to be noted that the apparent practical identity of "absolute" values for mean threshold intensities in these 2 sets of data is in ail probability accidental. It was not noticed (nor indeed were the curves of Fig. 18 constructed and compared) until the main text of this paper had been completed. In Wald's tests a circular image was employed, in mine the image was square. Other things equal, a square image gives lower threshold intensities, for larger images at least; but not by a factor sufficient to counteract the difference between effects of a 1.6' square and a 1 ° circle.
As a measure of excitability in relation to X, it is clear that r' is not altogether adequate. It tells about the properties of log AI0 for 50 per cent response frequency, but that is only part of the story. The needed index must also indude the properties of ¢~o~ro To carry out an adjustment of this sort requires estimating the flash intensities at the locus of excitation. While it is true that any correction in the proper direction is an improvement of data, one is not required to put too much reliance upon the application of an averaged coffee-tion curve to data from 1 individual; it is likely to be more significant when working with averaged determinations from a number of individuals. In ou~ 1 observer there are systematic differences between the sets of measurements with the left and with the right eye. When the transmission losses in mean ocular \ T 40O 5OO 600 7OO /t, m/e. FIo. 19. Solid circlets, the curve of Fig. 18 a (scale at the left) . Open circlets, threshold data from Wald (1945) . See text.
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media as found by Ludvigh and McCarthy (1938) are applied to the (log /k/,) 60 figures, with no correction for macular pigment, and multiplied by the respective frequencies, it is apparent that quantum-corrected "relative energies at the retina" for r' remain unsmooth. To include the effect shown by ~rlo~t0 it is to be recalled that the fundamental definition of excitability is in terms of 1/I. Now ¢togazo and e-iogaZo are, of course, identical. Thus if ~rlo~Xr, and (log A/o)60 are multiplied together we have numbers with the meaning of a species of "coefficient of precision," which might parallel more closely the results of an ordinary "mean threshold" determination. The result is smoother than that seen in Fig. 18 . Since experimental conditions imposed can affect o" and r' diversely, for certain purposes a measure of this sort must be contrived.
When intensity "threshold" data, or data from brightness matches against a standard, are averaged from a number of individual sources the curve plotted as a function of k is likely to assume a spurious smoothness. This is especially the case if the figures are presented in the form of an "action spectrum," homologous with an absorption graph. Yet it is well known that there are for individuals decided minor maxima and minima on the foveal curve for "threshold" intensities in relation to wave number. It is not necessary to review this material critically at the moment. But it is desirable to point to the fact that in, for example, the measurements obtained by Abney and Watson (1915) , Stiles and Crawford (1933) , LeGrand and Gehlewicz (1938) , Wright (1947) , Thomson (1947) , and others there is actually good agreement with expectations derived from Fig, 8 and particularly Fig. 18 ; for example, the depression of visibility near ),600 (Sloan, 1928; Wilimer, 1950; and others) ; and the irregularities noted by Thomson (1947) .
It is held, therefore, that the irregularities in the curve of intensities for median (50 per cent) frequency of foveal seeing as function of dominant ), are not to be regarded as the accidental consequences of failures in technic. Their close and consistent correlation with the fluctuations in O'lo,~Zo thus constitutes an important internal check upon the validity of the measurements. The general form of the underlying visibility function upon which the presumed sensitization effects are superimposed is broader and flatter than that customarily exhibited (cf. Wald, 1945) for the fovea. Its relations to that obtained outside the macula, and to the absorption spectrum of rhodopsin, are considered in a following paper.
The nature of "white" as an integrative synthesis of ), effects is objectively exhibited by the fact, which is regarded as important for the notion that glog~o is a measure of the population size of arousable elements of effect (in the 0 to 100 per cent ~b(S) range), that cr for the "white" light used is "high" for the 1.6' image and much higher than for any ), with the 1.5 ° image. This is correlated with the circumstance that for each image size the relative energy level of r' for "white" is quite definitely intermediate between those for the least efficient and the maximally efficient ),'s; and more obviously so for the larger image. This inescapably signifies that competitive influences are aroused across the spectrum, and that "white" is an integrative, not an additive, effect. This has already been suggested by parallel results with flicker contours (Crozier and Wolf, 1940-41; 1941-42 a, b; 1943-44) . There is other evidence to the same effect. Specific aspects of this integration are suggested by the data of Figs. 9 and 10. They are further elaborated in a current paper (Crozier, 1950 b) .
Within the visible spectrum synergistic and also "antagonistic" effects are clearly apparent in foveal excitation.
As repeatedly found by brightness matching, at low and at high intensities, with large image areas or with peripherally located images, and for the fovea by direct threshold measurements (cf. Wald, 1945 ) with a reasonably small, brief image, there is a notable difference in the X for maximum luminosity--for scotopic vision, 509 to 511 mu; for photopic, predominantly foveal vision, 555 to 562 mtt. This difference is the Purkinje shift. It has come to be attributed to the action of rods at low intensities, and of foveal or extrafoveal cones at higher intensities (of. Wright, 1947) . Within the fovea itself, work with 2 ° and smaller photometric fields has shown (Wright, 1947 ) that when the intensity level is raised, the k maximum for luminosity is shifted toward longer wave lengths. This may be termed the "counter-Purkinje shift." It has long been held that the direct Purkinje phenomenon, as dependent on the shift from cone to rod vision, is absent from experience mediated by the central fovea where rods do not appear. There is no certainty that rod effects, as ordinarily understood, are excluded when the 1.5 ° square field is used. But there is small reason to believe that excitation of circumfoveal rods has been excluded in the cases which have established, by brightness matches and by the "limits" procedure for threshold intensities, the characteristic value of the X maximum for foveal vision.
The point of this is that the r' data of Tables V and VII show that by enlarging the image area from 1.6' on a side to 1.5 ° on a side, the apparent X minimum of energy for 50 per cent excitation has been moved toward the blue, and by exactly the amount required for the ordinary Purkinje shift (Fig. 18 ). This shift of the r'---k function has involved, of course, a general reduction of the intensity level. It is thus quite consistent with the foveal data already cited which define the "counter-Purkinje" shift.
Corroborative evidence respecting the validity of this shift in the essentially foveal visibility curve is given from 2 sources. Examination of Fig 20 shows that there are minor shifts in the form of the ~r--X curve when the image size is increased. It has been mentioned already that for various k's other image sizes were also employed--2.51, 0.5 °, 0.75 °, 1.0 °. In each instance the direction of change in ~rlo,a,o is consistently and smoothly toward the value with the 1.5 ° field. There is no objective evidence that, with a long practised observer, there has been in these series a progressive inclusion of rods. There is ample evidence that for threshold effects outside the macula none of these departures or irregularities in ~r is found. Yet outside the macul~ the ), for maximum visibility in these data is the expected 509 nag.
An important question arising here has to do with the relationship of the general form of the r' "visibility function," or of the correction of this, if any, which may be required in order to include the properties of ¢1o~A~0, to the absorption spectrum of rhodopsin. From the data as reduced for approximate absorption by eye media, and from the periphery data discussed in a following pa~per, it has to be concluded that the properly determined k visibility function does not correspond with adequate fidelity to the accepted absorption curve for rhodopsin. As regards the "rod-threshold" matter several subsidiary ques- (Table VII) for 1.5 ° foveal field, compared with (open cirdets~ corresponding data with a much smaller field (Fig. 8) .
tions have been raised (and tested). The immediate difficulty at the fovea is that if the fundamental "sensitive substance" is a differential absorber ("dye stuff"), its properties are just not very obviously reflected in the properties of ¢r~os~Xo (Fig. 8) . It is true that an envelope of the maxima (or of the midpoints, or of the minima) in this figure could be so drawn as to have a maximum not far from ~510 m#. But, like the corresponding data from the retinal periphery, the curve is much too broad on the red side. A discussion of this matter is deferred until the additional data are presented. The analytical importance of the problem does, however, require mention here.
Thanks are due to Mr. N. H. Pulling for much intelligent helpfulness in connection with the experiments in part recorded here. Louise Hoagland Crozier has given a vast number of days to the persistent elaboration of observations, in a manner for which no formal thanks could be adequate. IX SUMMARY 1. Seeing-frequency functions (~[S]) determined uniocularly for small (1.6'), brief images at the thoroughly dark-adapted human central fovea take the form of log-Gaussian integrals, for intensity or for exposure-time as the independent variable. They cannot be of Poisson type, since mean (r ~) and standard deviation (g) are quite independently modifiable.
2. The properties of r', the abscissa of inflection in the log-Gaussian integrals, and of ~, are discussed in relation to customary determinations of spectral visibilities; agreements and certain necessary divergences are considered.
3. The values of ¢logalo are distributed periodically, with 5 maxima in the range k383 to X712. Outside the fovea this is not the case. These maxima, and the intervening minima, are definitely correlated with "irregularities" in the values of r ~ as function of k, with data on color threshold intensities, with data on "saturation," and quite specifically with minima and maxima in the data of k discrimination. They are unmistakably of analytical significance.
4. The interpretation of these properties is taken to require (consistent with the indications of other evidence) that under specified conditions the magnitude of ~ is a measure of the "size" of the population of excitable elements of neural effect, in the range of 0 to 100 per cent response-frequency as a function of wave number. This means that under the procedure used there is detectable the spectral distribution of local, specific, photosensitization. The ¢'s refer to a property of the excitation process which is not affected by the action of irrelevant absorbers.
5. A preliminary test of this has been made by the use of mixed "monochromatic" lights. The total energy is empirically the significant quantity, although the separate effects of X's are sharply exhibited.
6. The X distribution of photosensitization indices, *losar0, is necessarily taken to have the nature of "action spectra." Careful search discloses, surprisingly enough, precise and apparently unique correspondence with the maxima and minima (and details of shape) required for the participation of: cytochrome-c reductase; the reduced forms of cytochromes-a and -c; and the often overlooked ferric-prophyrin bands of oxidized cytochrome-c.
7. For the central fovea, in which blood vessels are absent, and in which resistance to anoxla is at a maximum, the presence of an enzyme System of the sort here indicated is entirely reasonable. It is pointed out that a number of specific experiments can be based upon the general finding, whatever the causal
